
BEKING Monaco returns on 27 November with a party of champions to celebrate
sport and solidarity

The event precedes the Union Cycliste Internationale (UCI) annual meeting to be held in
Monaco.

Professionals, amateurs, families, today's and tomorrow's champions: this Beking Monaco is back to
celebrate cycling and bring people closer to the bicycle - more than ever a symbol of sustainable
mobility.
This event is a concentration of races and activities to spend a day with family or friends in the name
of sport and solidarity.

Peter Sagan, Primož Roglič - winner of the first edition - Elia Viviani, Matteo Trentin, Tadej Pogacar,
Philippe Gilbert, Luke Rowe, Davide Formolo, Oliviero Troia, Tim Wellens, Steven Kruijswijk, Samuele
Battistella, Aleksandr Vlasov, Salvatore Puccio, Alessandro Covi, Victor Langellotti, Antoine Berlin,
Lizzie Deignan, Elena Cecchini and Urška Žigart, are just some of the big names that will be the
protagonists on Sunday, November 27th on the Monaco circuit. The programme will include a
spectacular criterium, activities for children, and an innovative format: the Pro-Am.

"We are happy to announce the date of the second edition of Beking, an event that sees two
companies, CMT and Awe, collaborate for this exciting project," says Matteo Trentin on his return
from the World Road Championships in Wollongong. "With the contribution of the Monaco Cycling
Federation, we will welcome families, children, friends and athletes. Our aim is to share our
philosophy with everyone, which is cycling and bicycles as a way of life even in the city. We are
expecting many children so that we can give them the opportunity to ride safely," he explains. "I
would like to thank the many colleagues living in the Principality for their availability and presence,
and for wanting to share with us the project aimed at the new generations. We are probably the best
ambassadors to spread a correct message about cycling and its safe daily use,' he concludes.

If the race, entirely imagined by professionals and dedicated to them, is officially included in the UCI
event calendar, Beking is also an event designed for families. While the champions challenge each
other on an exciting circuit to have fun and involve the public, children and their families will have a
dedicated space to play and learn about road safety.

The Pro Am, on the other hand, involves fifteen teams composed of a professional, an athlete invited
by the Princess Charlene of Monaco Foundation, and two amateurs competing on the same criterium
circuit. This will be a challenge to involve fans and make them protagonists of an experience in close
contact with their idols.

Beking is above all about solidarity. Indeed, the event's mission is to create opportunities for
development through cycling and the values of sport. Proceeds from the event will be donated to



two important organisations, the Princess Charlene of Monaco Foundation and Fight Aids,
association presided by H.S.H. Princess Stephanie of Monaco, to support their projects.

Beking will also be a milestone for international cycling, since the UCI has officially announced the
date of its annual meeting, held the very day after the event in Monaco.

Beking is an important event that returns for the 2nd consecutive year and promises to be once
again an important moment to reflect on the uniting power of sport and its ability to spread the
message of an increasingly sustainable and environmentally friendly mobility.
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